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What it will take to turn the opportunity of the Common Core into reality in every classroom,
school, and district.Continuing its tradition of mathematics education leadership, NCTM has
undertaken a major initiative to define and describe the principles and actions, including specific
teaching practices, that are essential for a high-quality mathematics education for all
students.This landmark new title offers guidance to teachers, mathematics coaches,
administrators, parents, and policymakers:Provides a research-based description of eight
essential Mathematics Teaching PracticesDescribes the conditions, structures, and policies that
must support the Teaching PracticesBuilds on NCTM's Principles and Standards for School
Mathematics and supports implementation of the Common Core State Standards for
Mathematics to attain much higher levels of mathematics achievement for all studentsIdentifies
obstacles, unproductive and productive beliefs, and key actions that must be understood,
acknowledged, and addressed by all stakeholdersEncourages teachers of mathematics to
engage students in mathematical thinking, reasoning, and sense making to significantly
strengthen teaching and learning

"The best introduction to Buddhism for young people. My university students love it." -- David
Loy, author of Money Sex War Karma"Destined to be a modern spiritual classic." -- Noah Levine,
author of Dharma Punx and Against the Stream"Resonant and refreshing." ― The American
Prospect"Nichtern's passion for life, in particular modern city life, is infectious and his care and
concern for the bigger picture and the craziness at large in our world make for a compelling
vision. One to watch!" ― WildMind.org"Fresh and compelling: Buddhism 3.0 meets the global
consciousness movement." -- Daniel Goleman, author of Social Intelligence"Nichtern speaks to
us with keen, compassionate perception. This is your story and mine, alive and compelling." --
Sharon Salzberg, author of Lovingkindness: The Revolutionary Art of Happiness"A modern
urban consumer psychological survival guide." ― Brick Window"Crackles with humor and fresh
insight." ― Tricycle"A great read for anyone looking for practical suggestions on how to leave the
world in a better state than when we found it." ― Turning Wheel"A trenchant and engaging call to
an expanded awareness. Buddhism 3.0 meets the global consciousness movement." -- Daniel
Goleman, author Social IntelligenceAbout the AuthorEthan Nichtern is the charismatic young
founder of The Interdependence Project (theidproject.com), a grass-roots movement bringing
the principles of meditation and interconnectedness to the arts and activism. A student of the
bestselling author Sakyong Mipham, heregularly leads meditation groups in New York City and
around North America. He is the host of the popular podcast 21st Century Buddhism, which has
been downloaded more than 200,000 times at a rate of over 3000 each week. He lives in
Brooklyn.
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CiJi, “Informative. Purchased two of these books for abook study. I have a better understanding
of math practice principles.”

M_Reviewer, “Impressive. I've read many teacher professional development books and this is
definitely one that I'll refer back to throughout the year. The author gives many examples of how
math education is in need of a makeover. Teaching math is not simple. The author understands
this and guides readers in to reflecting on their current practice. I thought that the content was
relatable and spot on.  I highly encourage math teachers to find this book and take a read.”

Ramona M. Bankston, “Great Resource!. This is a very good resource for mathematics
educators.”

Jeff Harding, “A very good book. There are so few books that really .... A very good book. There
are so few books that really take apart the concepts of mathematics. This one did in a clear ans
concise way.  A good read for math educators.”

K Tengan, “Important information. I found the information very meaningful and plan to use it for
presenting professional development with the Teachers.”

Educated Shopper, “NCTM is the best professional organization for Math Educators. This book
is a must have for teacher-leaders of K-12 Math”

The book by Ethan Nichtern has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 306 people have provided feedback.
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